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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are a database developer for an application hosted on a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 server.
The database contains two tables that have the following definitions:
Global customers place orders from several countries. You need to view the country from which
each customer has placed the most orders.
Which Transact-SQL query do you use?
A:
B:
C:
D:
A. Option B
B. Option A
C. Option C
D. Option D
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are a licensing specialist. Your customer is Humongous Insurance, a large insurance
company.
Company Background
Humongous Insurance plans to acquire another insurance company that has 40 employees.
The other company licenses its products through an Open Business agreement.
Network Description
The Humongous Insurance network contains 750 desktops and 70 servers. The company uses a
variety of Microsoft desktop and server technology.

Current Licensing Solution
The 70 servers are licensed as additional products under an Enterprise 5.x Agreement that will
expire in two months.
Business Goals
In six months, the company plans to deploy four dual-processor servers that run SQL
Server in an active/passive failover cluster configuration. These servers will allow employees to
access customer information by using the Internet.
The information technology (IT) department needs to be able to get training or assistance in
using the network infrastructure. The department also needs an easy way to maintain the latest
Microsoft server technology.
End of repeated scenario
You need to ensure that Humongous Insurance gets a list of its volume license product keys.
What should you instruct the company to do?
A. View the key list at http://www.microsoft.com/licensing.
B. View the key list at https://eopen.microsoft.com.
C. View the key list at the Microsoft Volume Licensing Services (MVLS) Web site at
https://licensing.microsoft.com.
D. Request the key list from Microsoft Licensing, GP.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
How are IP multicast IGMP entries synchronized between vPC peers?
A. IGMP is flooded to the L2 domain, and there is no need to synchronize it between vPC peers
B. IGMP is not synchronized between vPC peers
C. Cisco Fabric Service carries IGMP entries across the vPC peer link
D. IP ARP synchronization under the vPC domain configuration also synchronizes IGMP
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following price quotes is representative of a treasury bill?
A. 98.9 - 100
B. 5.55 - 5.75
C. 96 - 961/2
D. 5.78 - 5.73
Answer: D
Explanation:
5.78 - 5.73. Prices for treasury bills are quoted as percentage yields. A quotation in yield
means the first price in the spread - the bid price - should be higher than the offer price. A
higher yield
means a lower price.
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